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two Indian Divisions from France and one British Cavalry
Eegirnent from India to Mesopotamia.
The foregoing outline gives only the barest precis of the
vast mass of correspondence which led up to the decision.
The flood of telegrams—official and private—which poured
between the Secretary of State and the Viceroy,, the Viceroy
jiind Colonel Cox,, the Commander-m-Chief and General
Nixon, General Nixon and General Townshend; the minutes
and appreciations, which were produced by the various staffs
and secretariats, are too copious to be examined or quoted
here. It is necessary to mention them in order to show how
incredibly cumbersome the machinery of control was, and
how for three weeks an Army was held back from taking
•decisive action (if for moment we assume it to have been
capable of advancing) against a broken enemy—or alterna-
tively, was prevented from making strategic dispositions for
defence—while divided responsibilities were discussed at
committees, and opinions were bandied about from office
to office and continent to continent.
Whether an immediate advance on Baghdad would have
succeeded—had it been possible to carry it out; whether
"General Townshend oould have forestalled the hostile rein-
forcements and retained his hold on the city are matters of
speculation; the point is that, although the strategical possi-
bility of an advance to Baghdad had been in view ever since
'General Nixon's original instructions from the Commander-
in-Chief in India, it had never been considered in co-ordina-
tion with strategical aims elsewhere.
Perhaps the most remarkable feature in what was a very
remarkable situation was the failure of all the responsible
.authorities to realise either the interdependence of fighting
and administration, or the condition of the forces in
Mesopotamia.
Although General Nixon had made repeated requests for
more transport, although he had quite strongly represented
'his administrative difficulties, and although the General Staff
in India knew how little had "been done to improve the con-
dition of affairs, it seemed to be expected that by some
miracle of administration only comparable to the miracle of
the loaves and fishes an expedition whose system of main-
tenance was already, to say the least of it, precarious, could
double itself, add a hundred miles to its communications,
;and still " carry on " without disaster.
If the administrative situation was unsound, the "fight-

